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Abstract This paper develops a new continuous approach to a similarity be-
tween periodic lattices of ideal crystals. Quantifying a similarity between crys-
tal structures is needed to substantially speed up the Crystal Structure Predic-
tion, because the prediction of many target properties of crystal structures is
computationally slow and is essentially repeated for many nearly identical sim-
ulated structures. The proposed distances between arbitrary periodic lattices
of crystal structures are invariant under all rigid motions, satisfy the met-
ric axioms and continuity under atomic perturbations. The above properties
make these distances ideal tools for clustering and visualizing large datasets
of crystal structures. All the conclusions are rigorously proved and justified
by experiments on real and simulated crystal structures reported in the Na-
ture 2017 paper Functional materials discovery using energystructurefunction
maps.
Keywords crystal lattices · similarity distances · Voronoi cells · crystal
structure prediction
1 Introduction: motivations for similarity distances from Crystal
Structure Prediction
Modern tools of the Crystal Structure Prediction (CSP) produce large datasets
of thousands or even millions of simulated crystals based on the same chemical
composition. [1] Many of these crystal structures are geometrically similar, be-
cause they were obtained as approximations to local minima of a complicated
energy. The available similarity tests miss too many nearly identical struc-
tures that are ambiguously represented in different ways. That is why Prof
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Sally Price has summarized the state-of-the-art in CSP as ‘the embarrassment
of over-prediction.[1]
A dream CSP solution for the pharma industry would be a reliable method
to output a short list of only few most stable polymorphs based on a given
molecular input. [1] The drug design will be substantially sped up if one can
enrich any dataset of simulated crystal structures by a justified distance that
shows which structures are geometric neighbors, i.e. close to each other ac-
cording to this distance, and how such neighborhoods are located relatively to
each other.
The astronomical analogy is to consider individual crystal structures as stars
that form neighborhoods or galaxies. A distance information between visible
stars (crystals) will allow one to visualize the whole universe. Such a geomet-
ric map of the crystal space [2] will enable a guided navigation in hot spots
to further improve properties of known crystals; or a better search in unex-
plored regions that can contain exotic materials with extraordinary properties.
This paper proposes two new distances between arbitrary crystal lattices that
are not restricted to the same crystal system or a Bravais type. All lattices can
be continuously deformed into each other. Hence a similarity distance should
be well-defined on the whole space of lattices. Section 2 defines necessary con-
cepts and states the equivalence and distance problems for crystals and lattices.
Section 3 discusses past approaches to similarities of crystal structures. Section
4 introduces three distances based on the Voronoi cell of an arbitrary lattice.
Section 5 shows experimental results on the T2 dataset of simulated and real
crystal structures that consists of nano-porous crystals structures that are all
based on a single T2 molecule.[2]
2 Rigorous definitions and problem statements for crystal
equivalences and distances
This section formalizes concepts of periodic crystals, lattices, equivalences and
distances.
2.1 The comparison (equivalence) problem for periodic crystals
The general model of an ideal crystal is a periodic cloud of zero-sized points
representing atoms. The periodicity is determined by a lattice whose nodes
are abstract points, not atoms.
A lattice in the Euclidean space R3 is a set of points given by integer linear
combinations xu + yv + zw of 3 basis vectors u,v,w, where x, y, z are integer
coefficients. If x, y, z are restricted to the interval [0,1] in the real line, the
points xu + yv + zw form a primitive unit cell, which is a parallelepiped or
a non-rectangular box with parallel opposite sides. The same lattice can be
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generated by infinitely many bases, hence can have many different unit cells.
A periodic crystal is defined by a lattice L and a motif, which is a collection
of molecules (for molecular crystals) or atoms or ions (in the case of a non-
molecular crystals such as NaCl). The motif is periodically translated in the
directions along the 3 vectors that define a unit cell of L. Because of many
possible unit cells, it is not immediately obvious to decide if crystal structures
(or lattices) represented by different unit cells are equivalent in the sense below.
2.2 The equivalence problem and geometric invariants for periodic
crystals and lattices
Crystals are often represented by Crystallographic Information Files (CIFs),
which contains edge-lengths and angles of a unit cell U and fractional coor-
dinates of atoms in the basis of U, i.e. as numbers within the interval [0,1].
These coordinates are often given for an asymmetric unit that generates a full
motif in U by applying symmetry operations specified in a CIF.
Crystals are solid materials, hence are invariant (unaffected) by rigid motions
in R3, which are compositions of rotations and translations. Hence any com-
parison of crystals should take into account infinitely many positions (of a
crystal or its lattice) related by rigid motions in R3.
Crystals structures (or lattices) are called equivalent (or isometric) R3 if they
can be obtained from each other by a rigid motion, which preserves distances
between any points in R3.
This equivalence is the minimal possible one to study crystals as solid mate-
rials. For example, if atom positions are perturbed, the perturbed crystal (or
its lattice) can be geometrically different even if only slightly. So, the space
of equivalence classes of lattices under rigid motions is infinite and continuous
(or connected). Hence quantifying a similarity between perturbed crystals is
an important problem, which is formalized in the next subsection.
The Bravais classification puts lattices into a much smaller number of classes
(only 14 types in dimension 3), though lattices from different classes can be
geometrically nearly identical.
Two randomly chosen lattices will share only the translation group of symme-
tries, hence we need other tools to check if given lattices are not equivalent.
Such classification tools are called invariants. An invariant of lattices up to
a certain equivalence relation, for example rigid motions, is a function that
should take the same value on all equivalent lattices.
For example, the volume of a primitive unit cell is an invariant, because all
primitive unit cells of a given lattice have the same volume. Edge-lengths and
angles of a unit cell are not invariants, because there are infinitely many prim-
itive cells that define the same lattices.
The equivalence problem for lattices is to design a robust algorithm that
accepts two arbitrary lattices (without any extra parameters) and decides
whether they are equivalent or not. Theoretically, such an algorithm can be
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based on Nigglis reduced cells [3] in subsection 3.3, and their instability under
perturbations [4] motivates the harder distance problem below.
2.3 The distance problem for lattices of periodic crystal structures
This subsection states the metric axioms that are needed to successfully
map the space of all crystal structures for any given composition of molecules,
atoms or ions. If a distance function between crystal structures satisfies metric
axioms below, the crystallography will be open to rigorous methods of metric
geometry that will measure what portions of a crystal space are explored and
what regions require more sampling in computer simulations. Let R+ denote
the set of all non-negative real numbers. Let S be any set, e.g. S can be any
collection of crystal structures or lattices. A distance (or a metric) on S is a
function d : S×S → R+, such that the following conditions (or metric axioms)
hold:
(2.3a) for any C,C ′ ∈ S, the distance d(C,C ′) = 0 if and only if C,C ′ are
equivalent (equal);
(2.3b) symmetry: d(C,C ′) = d(C ′, C) for any C,C ′ ∈ S;
(2.3c) triangle inequality: d(C,C ′)+d(C ′, C ′′) ≥ d(C,C ′′) for any C,C ′, C ′′ ∈
S.
For S = Rn, one will use the Euclidean space
d(p, q) =
√
(p1 − q1)2 + ...+ (pn − qn)2
between points p = (p1, ..., pn) and q = (q1, ..., qn), which satisfies the axioms
above.
For a set S of crystal structures or arbitrary lattices, it is a hard problem
to define a distance function d satisfying the axioms above, because d should
not depend on a way to represent crystal structures or lattices, hence should
be independent of many potential unit cells.
Axiom (2.3a) avoids trivial examples when a distance d is constant, i.e. has
the same value d(C,C ′) for any non-equivalent crystal structure C 6= C ′. Ax-
iom (2.3b) says that a distance remains the same if endpoints are swapped.
Axiom (2.3c) is motivated by the assumption that a shortest path from C
to C” should not be longer than a combination of shortest paths from C to
C’ and then from C’ to C”. The metric axioms are claimed to be checked for
the Euclidean distance between fingerprints proposed by Zhu et al. [5] Any
such approach should justify that any non-equivalent crystal structures C,C’
have different feature vectors. Else the distance between identical vectors of
non-equivalent crystal structures C,C’ is 0 and axiom (2.3a) fails.
The distance problem for crystal structures (or their lattices) is to find a dis-
tance function that satisfies metric axioms (2.3a), (2.3b), (2.3c) above and
also the continuity condition below:
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(2.3d) the distance d(C,C ′) continuously changes under perturbations of
crystal structures, e.g. if cell parameters or atomic positions are noisy; in
particular, the range of d should be a continuous interval, possibly [0,+∞),
but not only a finite collection of discrete values.
One more potentially useful property of similarity distance is invariance under
scaling below:
(2.3e) the distance d(C,C ′) should remain unchanged if both sets C,C ′ ⊂
Rn are scaled by the same factor s > 0, i.e. d(C,C ′) = d(sC, sC ′), where
sC = {s p ∈ Rn : for any point p ∈ C}.
3 Strengths and weaknesses of past approaches to a similarity of
crystal structures
3.1 The COMPACK algorithm for the Cambridge Structural
Database (CSD)
The widely used COMPACK algorithm [6] for identifying crystal structure
similarity requires specified tolerances, e.g. 15% on distance constraints, rel-
ative to a reference structure S, and outputs a list of other structures (from
a given dataset such as CSD) that are found to be close to the reference S.
The COMPACK output is a single set of similar crystal structures, though a
continuous hierarchy ordered by distances to the reference S would be more
informative.
A numerical measure of similarity for two crystal structures offered by the
Mercury software equals the root mean square deviation of atomic positions
over finitely many (up to 15 by default) matched molecules or atoms. If this
partial matching is extended to the full infinite crystal structures, the devia-
tion of positions will infinitely grow, hence is defined only for finite portions,
not for equivalence classes of periodic lattices considered up to rigid motions.
3.2 The COMPSTRU tool at the Bilbao Crystallographic Server
(BCS)
Similarly to COMPACK, the recent COMPSTRU algorithm [7] measures a
similarity between a given reference structure S and crystal structures whose
lattice parameters should be close to those of S (by default 0.5A for distances
and 5°for angles). This comparison is restricted to crystal structures that have
the same space-group type. A slight perturbation of atomic positions of the
reference S will produce a nearly identical crystal that is not comparable to
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the reference S, hence continuity condition (2.3d) is not satisfied. Many other
approaches are based on closest parameters of crystal structures or reduced
unit cells discussed below.
3.3 Comparison algorithms based on reduced cells of crystal
lattices
Despite any lattice can be defined by infinitely many primitive unit cells,
Niggli introduced a reduced cell, which is unique and can be theoretically used
for comparing lattices. [3] Nigglis reduced cell is unstable under perturbations
in the sense that a reduced cell of a perturbed lattice can have a basis that
substantially differs from that of a non-perturbed lattice. [4]
Figure 1 illustrates the 2-dimensional case of Nigglis reduction, where a nar-
row an original narrow unit cell is reduced by subtracting multiples of a hor-
izontal basis vector a from another non-horizontal basis vector b until the
projection of b to a is close to 0, i.e. fits the interval [−0.5|a|, 0.5|a|]. The
endpoints ±0.5|a| correspond to two equivalent choices of b. Excluding one
of these endpoints will give a unique basis a,b, but will make the reduction
discontinuous (unstable), because the two nearly identical vectors b whose
projections are equal to 0.5|a| ± δ for any tiny δ > 0 will be reduced to differ-
ent vectors, hence fractional coordinates of atoms in nearly identical crystal
structures will have very different values. Many software tools offer parameters
that shift the perturbation problem to other bounds of these parameters. The
underlying reason of instability is similar to the choice of a range for angles
that can be measured within [0,360°) or within (-180°,180°]. The distance be-
tween angles should be measured along a shortest round arc on a unit circle,
not by breaking a circle into an interval and taking the difference of angle
values from this interval. Indeed, for any choice of an interval, some angles
that are close within a circle become distant in the interval.
Finally, crystal structures are compared (not successfully for Heusler struc-
tures [8]) by powder diffraction patterns up to a cut off radius, which brings
discontinuities similarly to other parameters. To the best of our knowledge
there was no distance on equivalence classes of crystal structures that satisfies
all metric axioms (2.3a), (2.3b), (2.3c) and continuity (2.3d).
4 New continuous Voronoi-based distances between arbitrary
crystal lattices
This section starts from reminding auxiliary notions of the Hausdorff distance
and Voronoi cells that are needed to introduce two new distances on crystal
lattices in subsection 4.3.
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Fig. 1: (1st: any lattice has infinitely many primitive cells, e.g. U,U’,U”. 2nd:
Niggli’s reduction of a vector v2 relative to v1 can lead to two cells U’ and U”,
a choice is unstable. 3rd: the yellow offset N(A;1) of A is inside the scaled cell
2A. 4th: yellow offset N(B;1).)
4.1 Offsets and the Hausdorff distance between arbitrary sets and
crystal structures
For any subset C ⊂ Rn, its r-offset N(C;r) consists of all points p ∈ Rn that
are at a Euclidean distance at most r from C, i.e.
N(C; r) = {p ∈ Rn | d(p, q) ≤ r for some q ∈ C}
If C is one point, N(C;r) is the ball with the center at C and radius r. If C is
a set of points, N(C;r) is the union of balls that have the radius r and centers
at all points of C. A crystal consisting of the same atoms can be visualized as
N(C;r), where r is a bond atomic radius.
The Hausdorff distance dH between any subsets C,C
′ ⊂ Rn is the minimum
r ≥ 0 such that r-offsets of C,C’ cover each other, i.e. C ′ ⊂ N(C; r) and
C ⊂ N(C ′; r), or [13]
dH(C,C
′) = min{r ≥ 0 : C ′ ⊂ N(C; r) and C ⊂ N(C ′; r)} (1)
For example, dH(C,C
′) = 0 means that C ⊂ C ′ and C ′ ⊂ C, hence C = C ′
as needed in axiom (2.3a). This Hausdorff distance was previously used for
comparing feature vectors of crystals [11] rather than for crystals. The metric
axioms will be proved in the appendix for the extended Hausdorff distance
between equivalence classes of lattices introduced in subsection 4.
4.2 The Voronoi cell of an arbitrary crystal lattice and its
geometric stability
Fix an origin 0 in a lattice L ⊂ Rn. The Voronoi cell V(L) is the set of
all points p ∈ Rn that are (not strictly) closer to 0 (in the usual Euclidean
distance d) than to all other points of L, i.e. (see Figure 2)
V (L) = {p ∈ Rn| d(p, 0) ≤ d(p, q) for any q ∈ L− 0} (2)
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For a 2D lattice, the Voronoi cell is a rectangle or a centrally symmetric
hexagon. [12] For a 3D lattice, a generic Voronoi cell is a truncated octa-
hedron with 7 pairs of parallel faces. The Voronoi cell is centrally symmetric
since any lattice is symmetric with respect to its origin. The combinatorial
type of V(L) can change under perturbations. But the geometric shape of
V(L) changes continuously by Reems theorem below. A similar stability for
Voronoi-based skeletons is known for point clouds. [13] The Voronoi cell of a
lattice can be computed from a finite set L[3] of lattice nodes within a factor
3 extension of a suitably reduced [14] cell of L.
Geometric stability of Voronoi cells (simplified Reems Theorem 5.1 [15]) For
any small  > 0, there is r > 0 such that any lattices L,L’ with a small Haus-
dorff distance dH(L[3], L
′
[3]) < r should have close Voronoi cells with a small
Hausdorff distance dH(V (L), V (L
′)) < .
Fig. 2: (The Voronoi cells of lattices: hexagonal, square, cubic, body-centered
cubic (BCC), face-centered cubic (FCC), see definitions in subsection 4.2. the
cubic lattice has the standard basis (1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1); the body-centered
cubic (BCC) lattice has the basis (1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0.5,0.5,0.5); the FCC lattice
has the basis (1,0,0),(0.5,0.5,0),(0.5,0,0.5). )
4.3 The rotational extension of the Hausdorff distance to
equivalence classes of lattices
The geometric stability above holds for fixed lattices without equivalences
up to rigid motions of R3. For example, if a lattice L is shifted or rotated
to a new position, then the new lattice L’ remains equivalent to L, but the
Hausdorff distance between non-identical Voronoi cells is positive:
dH(V (L), V (L
′)) > 0, which contradicts axiom (2.3a) of a metric. The key
idea of the proposed extension from fixed lattices to their equivalence classes
(up to rigid motions) is to minimize the distance over all possible rigid mo-
tions. Geometrically, the standard Hausdorff distance measures how much one
should enlarge each cell to fit into another. The extended distance dH finds a
minimal enlargement to fit one Voronoi cell into another over all rigid motions.
Lemma 1 shows that a translation minimizing the Hausdorff distance makes
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the centers of Voronoi cells identical, which justifies the definition of the ex-
tended Hausdorff distance dH as the minimum over only rotations about the
origin, without any translations.
Lemma 1 (proved in Appendix). For any centrally symmetric polyhedra
P, P ′ ⊂ Rn and a translation Tv by a vector v ∈ Rn, the offset parameter
min{r : Tv(P ) ⊂ N(P ′; r)}
is minimal when Tv moves the center c(P ) of the polyhedron P to the center
c(P ′) of P ′.
By Lemma 1 the extended Hausdorff distance can be minimized only over all
rotations around the common center (say, the origin in Rn) of the Voronoi
cells V (L), V (L′) as follows. Rigid motions that preserve the origin in Rn are
defined by special orthogonal n × n matrices A such that the determinant
of A is 1 and the inverse matrix A−1 equals the transpose matrix AT . All
these matrices form the group denoted by SO(n). The group SO(3) consists
of rotations around axes that passes through the origin in R3. Define the
non-symmetric offset
offset(L,L′) = min{r ≥ 0 : R(V (L)) ⊂ N(V (L′); r)} (3)
where the minimum is taken over all rotations R ∈ SO(n). The Extended
Hausdorff distance for lattices is defined as the symmetric maximum of the
two offset parameters, see Figure 3:
dH(L,L
′) = max{offset(L,L′), offset(L′, L)} (4)
Theorem 2 (proved in Appendix). The extended Hausdorff distance dH is in-
dependent of a lattice representation and satisfies the axioms (2.3a), (2.3b),
(2.3c) and condition (2.3d).
Fig. 3: (Illustrations of extended Hausdorff distances: one Voronoi cell V(L)
is optimally rotated and inscribed into a minimal offset Voronoi cell V(L’) for
pairs L,L’ from the left to right: (cubic, BCC), (BCC, cubic), (cubic, FCC),
(FCC, cubic), (BCC, FCC), (FCC, BCC). )
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4.4 The scaling distance and its rotational extension to equivalence
classes of lattices
The Hausdorff distance is additive in the sense that if lattices L,L’ are
scaled by the same factor s > 0, then dH(sL, sL
′) = s dH(L,L′). To get a
distance invariant under scaling as in condition (2.3e), the new distance ds is
introduced first for arbitrary subsets C,C ′ ⊂ Rn. Set
scale(C,C ′) = min{s > 0 : C ⊂ sC ′}
. Then ln(max{scale(C,C ′), scale(C ′, C)}) satisfies all metric axioms, which
is proved below in a more general case for rigid motions.
For any lattices L,L’, their Voronoi cells are used to minimize two symmetric
scales for V(L),V(L’) over all rigid motions as in subsection 4. Lemma 3 below
similarly to Lemma 1 justifies that an optimal translation makes the centers
of Voronoi cells identical.
Lemma 3 (proved in Appendix). For any centrally symmetric polyhedra
P, P ′ ⊂ Rn and the translation Tv by a vector v ∈ Rn, the scale factor
min{s > 0 : Tv(P ) ⊂ sP ′}
is minimal when Tv moves the center c(P) of the polyhedron P to the center
c(P’) of the polyhedron P’.
Now the scale factor s can be minimized only over all rotations R ∈ SO(n) as
follows:
scale(L,L′) = min{s > 0 : R(V (L)) ⊂ s V (L′)} (5)
The dimension-less scale-invariant distance between equivalence classes of lat-
tices is (see Figure 4)
ds(L,L
′) = ln{max{scale(L,L′), scale(L′, L)}} (6)
The logarithm above has the base e. Any other base changes ds only by a con-
stant factor. The scale-invariant distance can help to recognize similar crystal
structures based on scaled motifs, for example when we ’extend’ arms of the
T2 molecule by adding benzene rings. Both new distances dH and ds are in-
dependent of the group symmetry of crystal structures.
Theorem 4 (proved in Appendix). The scale-invariant distance ds is indepen-
dent of a lattice representation, satisfies the axioms (2.3a), (2.3b), (2.3c)
and both conditions (2.3d), (2.3e).
5 Computations of new distances for lattices of simulated T2
crystal structures
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Fig. 4: (Illustrations of scale-invariant distances ds(L,L
′) for pairs L,L’ from
the left to right: (cubic, BCC), (BCC, cubic), (cubic, FCC), (FCC, cubic),
(BCC, FCC), (FCC, BCC).)
5.1 A fast algorithm to approximate the new distances dH and ds
on any lattices
Theorem 5 (proved in Appendix). For any polyhedra P, P ′ ⊂ Rn symmetric
with respect to 0,
offset(P, P ′) = min{r > 0 : P ⊂ N(P ′; r)} and
scale(P, P ′) = min{s > 0 : P ⊂ sP ′}
can be computed in a linear time with respect to the numbers of vertices and
faces of P,P’.
The Voronoi cell of any lattice in R3 has at most 24 vertices and 14 faces, see
Figure 2. Hence Theorem 5 guarantees a constant upper bound not depending
on lattices L,L’. The standard way to optimize over all rotations R ∈ SO(3)
is to uniformly sample all rotations by using these parameters: a unit length
vector v ∈ R3 and an angle θ ∈ [0, 360°) of the rotation around v. Take v in
the upper hemisphere (to avoid opposite vectors giving the same axis) as
v = (
√
1− z2 cosµ,
√
1− z2 sinµ, z) (7)
If the height parameter z ∈ (0, 1) has n samples, then the angles µ, θ have
[2pin] samples. In total, about 4pi2n3 rotations from SO(3) will be sampled.
The experiments below use n = 3, hence more than 1000 sampled rotations.
Any vector u ∈ R3 is rotated by Rodrigues formula
u→ u cos θ + (v × u) sin θ + v(v × u)(1− cos θ). (8)
5.2 Simulated and synthesized organic crystal structures based on
the T2 molecule
The Nature paper by Pulido et al. [2] has demonstrated that functional
organic materials can be discovered by simulating crystals build on a molecule
with a desired function via costly optimizations of the energy and target prop-
erties such as gas adsorption. Only 5 crystals in Figure 5 were synthesized,
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though predictions of properties were run for all crystals. The key bottleneck
in this approach is the time-consuming prediction for nearly identical simu-
lated crystals. For example, producing the CSP landscape energy-vs-density
for 5688 crystals based on the T2 molecule has taken many weeks of the super-
computer time, see Figure 6. The standard continuous similarity measures
such as the energy and density are not enough to reliably quantify differences
between crystals, because the same or almost identical energy and density
cannot guarantee geometric similarity. The experiments on the T2 dataset of
5688 simulated crystal structures have found numerous pairs of crystals, e.g.
with IDs (41,47), (68,71), (63,73), (71,83), (71,93), which have energy differ-
ences within 3KJmol and also density differences within 0.01
g
cm3 . However, these
crystal structures have extended Hausdorff distances dH ≥ 15 Angstroms and
scale-invariant distances ds ≥ 1.1, i.e. with scale factors more than e1.1 ≈ 3.
Crystal lattices 41 and 47 have unit cell angles close to 90°, but very different
unit cell sides: (53.3, 23.7, 7.3), (15.4, 12.9, 16.5). These differences in their
structure were found only now by using the new distances, not by the en-
ergy and density. Mercury has managed to match only 1 of attempted 50 T2
molecules in these structures, so the found deviation of positions is 0, because
both crystals consist of the same T2 molecules.
Fig. 5: (T2 molecule: triptycenetrisbenzimidazolon; crystals T2α, T2β, T2γ,
T2δ, T2. [2])
Fig. 6: (Left: energy-vs-density plot of simulated structures.[2] Middle: ex-
tended Hausdorff distances dH , Right: scale-invariant distances ds for real
structures T2α(a 99), T2β(b 28), T2γ(g 62), T2δ(d 9), T2(e 1). All values
are scaled to [0,255] and rounded to integers.)
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5.3 Similarity matrices (grayscale maps) of the new distances on
the T2 crystal lattices
For each of the distances dH and ds, all values (from a minimum to a
maximum) were linearly scaled to the range [0,255] to visualize the distance
matrix in grayscale. Figure 6 shows the distances (rounded to integers) between
5 real T2 crystal structures. Figure 7 shows the larger experiment on the first
100 crystals from the T2 dataset. Both distances dH and ds were computed
for all 4950 unordered pairs of these 100 crystals, which took in total 6 hours
on a modest laptop. The variability of intensities in both heatmaps justifies
that dH and ds take many values not restricted to a small discrete set. The
full 100 × 100 matrices for dH and ds are in the supplementary materials. The
scale-invariant distance ds shows more variability of colors in the heatmap in
Figure 7, which confirms the usefulness of scale condition (2.3e), which led
to the new scale-invariant distance ds. The C++ code Lattice Distances for
the new distances dH and ds will be available soon.
Fig. 7: (Left: extended Hausdorff distances dH , Right: scale-invariant distances
ds for first 100 of 5688 simulated crystal structures reported in the Nature
paper. [2] All values are linearly scaled to [0,255] and displayed in a grayscale
heatmap similarly to Figure 6.)
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6 Conclusions: contributions to the state-of-the-art justified by
proofs and experiments
– The new (extended Hausdorff dH and scale-invariant ds) distances are de-
fined for equivalence classes of arbitrary lattices considered up to any rigid
motions in Rn, hence are independent of choice of unit cells or coordinates
in crystal representations.
– Both distances satisfy the metric axioms and the continuity under pertur-
bations proved in Theorems 2 and 4, which allows one to quantify similar-
ities in a continuous way. Such a quantification is the important step to
produce continuous hierarchies of crystal structures and visualize patterns
of clusters changing for a varied distance threshold.
– Experiments in section 5 on real and simulated T2 crystal structures [2]
show that dH and ds better distinguish crystal lattices that have almost
identical energy and density.
Supporting Information: all proofs, distance matrices and images are in
the attached zip.
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APPENDIX: Voronoi-based similarity distances between arbitrary
crystal lattices
Marco Mosca, Vitaliy Kurlin*
Proof of Lemma 1. Assume by contradiction that min{r : Tv(P ) ⊂ N(P ′; r)}
is minimized for a vector v that differs from c(P ′)−c(P ), see Figure 8. With-
out loss of generality one can assume that v = 0 and r = 0, i.e. one needs
to prove that if P ⊂ P ′, then this inclusion is preserved when center c(P ) is
shifted to c(P ′). Under the symmetry (inversion) S with respect to c(P ′) the
polyhedron P’ remains at the same position and covers the symmetric image
S(P ) of P . The polyhedra P, S(P ) are connected by the continuous motion
moving the center c(P ) to its symmetric image under S through the center
c(P ′). All intermediate images of P remain covered by P ′ due to the convexity
of P ′. Indeed, any two points belong to P ′ together with the line segment
connecting them. Hence the polyhedron P shifted by the vector c(P ′)− c(P )
is also covered by P ′. Symmetrically, if one fits a translational image of P ′ into
a minimal offset of P , then an optimal translation should make the centers of
P, P ′ identical.
Fig. 8: (Let a centrally symmetric polyhedron P ′ cover a centrally symmetric
polyhedron P . Then the symmetric image of P with respect to the center of
P ′ is also covered by P ′.)
Proof of Theorem 2. The extended Hausdorff distance dH between lattices
is based on the Voronoi cells, which are defined in terms of distances to lattice
nodes, hence are independent of a linear bases of a lattice. By formula (3)
dH(L,L
′) is always not negative and equals 0 only when there is a rotation
R such that dH(R(V (L)), V (L
′)) = 0, hence the Voronoi cells V (L), V (L′)
become identical under the rotation R, so the lattices L,L′ are equivalent,
which proves axiom (2.3a). Axiom (2.3b) follows from formula (4) taking
the maximum of two offsets when L,L′ are swapped. To check axiom (2.3c),
without loss of generality, one can assume that maxima in formula (4) are
attained on first offsets. Fix optimal rotations R,R′ so that
dH(L,L
′) = offset(R(V (L)), V (L′)) and
dH(L
′, L′′) = offset(R′(V (L′)), V (L′′))
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By (1), (3), (4) the first Hausdorff distance dH(L,L
′) above has a minimum
value (say, r) when
R(V (L)) ⊂ N(V (L′); r) and
V (L′) ⊂ N(R(V (L)); r) or R−1(V (L′)) ⊂ N(V (L); r) (9)
Similarly, the second Hausdorff distance dH(L
′, L′′) has a minimum value (say,
r’ ) when
R′(V (L′)) ⊂ N(V (L′′); r′),
V (L′′) ⊂ N(R′(V (L′)); r′) or (R′)−1(V (L′′)) ⊂ N(V (L′); r′) (10)
The composition of rotations R′R (applied from right to left) rotates the
Voronoi cell V (L) to the position R′R(V (L)). The first inclusions from (9),
(10) above imply the inclusion below:
R′R(V (L)) ⊂
⊂ R′(N(V (L′); r)) = N(R′(V (L′)); r) ⊂
⊂ N(N(V (L′′); r′); r) = N(V (L′′); r + r′)
(11)
Similarly, the opposite composition of rotations R−1(R′)−1 (applied from right
to left) rotates the Voronoi cell V (L′′) to R−1(R′)−1(V (L′′)). The last inclu-
sions from (9), (10) imply that
R−1(R′)−1(V (L′′)) ⊂
⊂ R−1(N(V (L′); r′)) = N(R−1(V (L′)); r′) ⊂
⊂ N(N(V (L); r); r′) = N(V (L); r + r′)
(12)
Inclusions (11), (12) mean that the extended Hausdorff distance dH(L,L
′′) has
the upper bound r + r′ attained for the rotations R′R and R−1(R′)−1. The
minimum over all rotations can be even smaller, hence the triangle inequality
dH(L,L
′′) ≤ r+r′ in axiom (2.3c) holds. Continuity condition (2.3d) follows
from the stability of Voronoi cells in subsection 4.
Proof of Lemma 3 is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 with r -offsets N(P ; r)
replaced by scaled polyhedra s P ⊂ Rn, because all other inclusion and con-
vexity arguments remain valid.
Proof of Theorem 4. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, the scale-invariant
distance ds between lattices is based on the Voronoi cells and is independent
of lattice representations. To check that ds(L,L
′) ≥ 0, let R,R′ be optimal
rotations that minimize the factors s = scale(L,L′) and s′ = scale(L′, L),
respectively. Formula (5) implies that
R′R(V (L)) ⊂ R′(s V (L′)) = s R′(V (L′)) ⊂ s s′ V (L)
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Since the volumes ofR′R(V (L)) and V (L) are equal, the inclusionR′R(V (L)) ⊂
s s′ V (L) implies that ss′ ≥ 1, hence ln(max{s, s′}) ≥ 0. The equality is possi-
ble only if both s = s′ = 1, which means that V (L), V (L′) are obtained from
each by a rotation, hence the lattices L,L′ are equivalent, so axiom (2.3a) is
proved. Axiom (2.3b) follows from symmetric formula (6). To check axiom
(2.3c), one can assume without loss of generality that the minimal scales are
attained on the first scales among two in formula (6). Fix optimal rotations
R,R′ such that scale(L,L′) and scale(L′, L′′) take minimum values (say, s and
s’, respectively) when
R(V (L)) ⊂ s V (L′) and R′(V (L′)) ⊂ s′ V (L′′)
. Then
R′R(V (L)) ⊂ R′(s V (L′)) = s R′(V (L′)) ⊂ s s′ V (L′′)
. Hence scale(L,L′′) ≤ s s′, because an optimal rotation from V (L) to V (L′′)
may have a smaller scale than achieved by R′R. The symmetric scale(L′′, L)
has a similar upper bound from optimal rotations or scale(L′′, L) and scale(L′, L).
The triangle inequality follows after taking the logarithm of both sides:
max{scale(L,L′′), scale(L′′, L)} ≤
≤ max{scale(L,L′), scale(L′, L)} max{scale(L′, L′′), scale(L′′, L′)}
To prove continuity condition (2.3d) let r(L) be the distance from the
origin 0 ∈ L to the boundary of the Voronoi cell V (L). The geometric stability
of Voronoi cells in subsection 4.2 guarantees that the Voronoi cell V (L′) of
a perturbed lattice L’ is in the r -offset N(V (L); r) of V (L) for a small r >
0. Since centrally symmetric Voronoi cells of L,L’ are compared below, one
can assume that their centers coincide with the origin in Rn. For any p ∈
N(V (L); r), let R(0, p) be the straight ray emanating from 0 and passing
through p. Let q be the intersection of R(0, p) with the boundary of V (L′).
The ratio d(p,q)d(0,q) is at most
r
r(L) , hence
d(p, 0) = d(p, q) + d(0, q) ≤ d(0, q)(1 + r
r(L)
)
Then
V (L′) ⊂ N(V (L); r) ⊂ (1 + r
r(L)
)V (L) and scale(L′, L) ≤ (1 + r
r(L)
)
Swapping L,L’, we get the upper bound for the scale-invariant distance
ds(L,L
′) ≤ ln(1 + r
min{r(L), r(L′)} )
, which means that L’ remains close to L. The scale-invariant in (2.3e) holds
by formula (5), because the inclusion R(V (L)) ⊂ s V (L′) remains unchanged
then both lattices L,L’ are simultaneously scaled by the same factor.
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Proof of Theorem 5. The minimum offset
offset(P, P ′) = min{r > 0 : P ⊂ N(P ′; r)}
is computed by starting from r = 0 and updating r for every vertex v of P
as follows. Find the intersection of the line segment [0, v] from the origin 0 to
v with a face F of P’. If there is such an intersection, then r increases to the
distance d(v, F ). Similarly,
scale(P, P ′) = min{s > 0 : P ⊂ s P ′}
is computed by finding the minimum scale s that is enough to keep every
vertex v of P inside P’. Find the intersection of the ray R(0, v) going from the
origin 0 and passing via v with a face F of P’, then s increases to d(0,v)d(0,R(0,v)∩F ) .
In the worst case, intersecting lines through vertices of P and flat faces of P’
requires a loop over all vertices and a loop over all faces. An upper bound for
the asymptotic complexity is the product of the numbers of vertices and faces,
which is a linear function in each number.
